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Welcome the Rocket Bang – a fantastic social multiplayer game everyone should try right now. With its 
innovative rocket crash format, social features, simplicity and reliability, it’s the best choice for fans of risk and 
excitement. Place a bet or even two before the rocket launches and then decide when to cash out. The longer 
you wait the greater the reward – as long as the rocket doesn’t fly away first. The win is bet multiplied by the 
multiplier of the lucky rocket. Despite of tension, as you try to guess the correct outcome each time, Rocket 
Bang is a perfect choice for all types of players.

Game Features
Symbols and Payouts
The only symbol in this game is the rocket that 
might fly away at any time. Rocket Bang 
doesn’t have a fixed payout as the multiplier 
increases when the rocket flies. So, for those, 
who are looking for something very different, 
this game is the right choice. 

Bets
A player places a bet on how far the rocket 
can fly or chooses from the range of bets. 
Furthermore, there can be multiple wins in 
one round with a two bets feature! 

Cash Out
Our game is valid for those, who prefer playing 
with low risks (early cash out) and those who 
like to take big risks. The multiplier grows starts 
at 1× and can grow up to infinity, but there can 
be an instant crash at 1 as well.
For those, who like to control the risk they’re 
happy to take, there is an Auto Cash Out  
option to set their odds to cash out at.

Leaderboard
Everyone can see how much other players are 
betting and winning. Compete with other 
players in scoring the best result and get listed 
among the top 100 players or even lead the 
leaderboard.

Randomization 
The multiplier for each round is generated by a 
‘Provably Fair’ algorithm. It is completely 
transparent, and 100% fair. The fairness of each 
round can be checked by pressing the Secure 
Shield icon, opposite the results in the ‘My Bets’ 
tab.



Game Information
Math

Total RTP 97.00%

Information

Game Name Rocket Bang

Absolute Name RocketBang

Technology HTML5

Devices Mobile & Desktop

Languages
English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Thai, Turkish, 
Armenian, Ukrainian, Portuguese, French, 
Romanian

Currencies 100 +

Cryptocurrencies Yes

Free Spins No

Bonus Game No

Min Bet 0.1$

Default Bet 1.00$

Max Bet 100.00$

Max Win 10000.00$

Win

Max Payout 10,000.00$


